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An SFG℠ Analysts Take

Introduction to 2019 Field Service Amelia Island: Advancing Service Together! 

Since 2003, WBR has been bringing together the world’s leading services organizations to “benchmark, 
establish best practices, embrace new technologies and build a strong network to enhance its attendees’ 
services businesses and field operations.” Each successive conference over the past 16 years has provided 
participants with “future-facing content and a mix of interactive session formats that ensure [they can] 
learn and network most effectively.” As such, these annual (and mid-year) Field Service events are designed 
to set up its attendees “for maximum profitability and competitiveness in [their] service business.”

And this year’s Amelia Island event did not disappoint, as the nearly 400 onsite attendees would most 
likely attest!

“At Field Service Amelia Island I learned that Field Service professionals love to learn new ways to 
improve service delivery since that is often the first (and only) personal contact a customer has with 

their brand. They are especially eager to explore what technology can do to optimize their field service 
fleets to get them to job sites efficiently and safely.”

- Carol Roden, Senior Product Marketing Manager, Lytx

The main theme for WBR’s 2019 Field Service Palm Springs conference was billed as “Advancing Service 
Together”, similar to the Palm Springs event held earlier in the year – and the succession of speakers, 
presenters, moderators, panel participants and practitioners all supported that theme throughout the 
conference by sharing examples (i.e., mostly success stories) about how it takes a strong commitment to 
teamwork to have any chance of meeting, let alone exceeding, management goals for improving employee 
and customer satisfaction – while at the same time, driving increased services revenue streams and making 
a profit by doing so.

“After attending the Field Service Conference on Amelia Island, the importance of disruptive service, and 
understanding that what got our businesses to their current level of success will not take them to the 

next level of success is evident. In an XAAS world, those organizations that embrace these 
transformations with technology and culture will win!”

- Mary Flake, General Manager – Coastal Southeast Service, Comfort Systems USA

The ”Lessons Learned” at the conference were many, and we have attempted to summarize the main 
sessions (and lessons learned) in the text that follows. Please note that not all of the sessions are 
highlighted and summarized in this document; however, there are many others that are available through 
WBR directly. Also, if you missed the chance to have one of your “lesson learned” quotes included in this 
paper, … well, there’s always next year in Palm Springs or, again, at Amelia Island!

Each of the three Main Days of the conference had a particular focus, beginning with Day One setting its 
sights on “Technology and Process Innovation for Efficiency”; Day Two focusing on “Disruptive Service & 
Customer Value; and Day Three focusing on “Leadership & Service Revenue Generation.” 
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Main Conference – Day One

Marne Martin, President, Service Management Global Business Unit, IFS and CEO, WorkWave, chaired the 
Day One sessions, opening with her presentation on “Adaptation, Adoption and Agility: Your Three-Step 
Approach to Digital Transformation Success”. 

Martin began her presentation by sharing Gartner data reflecting a 20% point increase in the number of 
“organizations citing customer satisfaction as the primary benefit from implementing service 
management” – an increase from 50% in 2018, to a projected 70% in 2020!

She also posited that “Field Service has Changed”, transforming from “product-based service” to 
“outcomes-based service” or “experience-based service”; and that the most effective tools to fight the 
challenges associated with this evolution are: meeting (or exceeding) customer expectations, embracing 
new technologies, and moving toward Servitization”.

As such, the “Three A’s” you should consider when thinking about Digital Transformation are: “Adaptation, 
Adoption and Agility” – of which “Adoption is the most important metric”.

“You need the technology to be agile as your company grows and evolves.” 

- Marne Martin, President, Service Management
Global Business Unit, IFS; and CEO, WorkWave

Adaptation is analogous to “writing a book” about your Digital Transformation Journey; Adoption places 
the transformation process into the organization’s ecosystem comprised of employees, customers, and 
partners; and Agility is comprised of the response, course correction and outcomes-focus that ultimately 
leads to change management. As a result of using the “Three A’s” as a foundation, FSOs will more easily be 
able to migrate from a traditional Service Level Agreement (SLA), to a Predictive, and – ultimately –
Prescriptive service delivery model.

As part of her presentation, Martin also suggested that Field Service Organizations (FSOs) ask themselves if 
they, “have the right executive adoption?” and “the right people?” She added, “The types of questions we 
ask about service are becoming much more complex as we move to outcomes-based service model.” Also, 
“An outcomes-based model is just as relevant to the services industry as it is to the high asset value 
segments (i.e., such as wind turbines, etc.).”

Next up was John Naar, Vice President, IBM Services who spoke on the topic of “Delivering Flawless 
Technical Service to Keep Clients Ecstatic.” Naar began his presentation by stating that “Most CIOs … [are] 
not focusing enough on innovation.” He went on to say that, “Bad news travels faster than good news –
and “fake” news, too!” Still, “50% or more times, it was not the technician’s fault.” Nonetheless, “Your 
speed of response, and accuracy of data, is critical.”

As an example, he cited comparative statistics that showed that it took eight days for George Washington 
to learn that he had been elected President, but it only took .8 seconds for the electorate to learn of the 
current President’s election.
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Naar’s slides illustrated that AI, everywhere, “will permeate every aspect of support, driving up 
productivity and enabling new opportunities.” The four steps toward AI support include:

• Instrumented Planet
• Deeper Insights
• Engagement Reimagined
• Personalization at Scale

Further, as far as Artificial Intelligence (AI) is concerned, “AI drives up productivity and responsiveness … 
[and] it’s only going to get better!” Through AI, “We get the customer on the phone directly to the 
technician immediately” and, as a result, we “don’t get wrapped around the axle. {We] get ‘er done – as we 
say in Texas!”

“Speed of response, accurate information and support insight is paramount for success in Service!”

- John Naar, Vice President, IBM Services 

In fact, Naar stated, “We’re now going to Verbal Chatbox to reduce human interaction,” but “you’ve got to 
have closed loop processes along with accountability” to make it all work.

Among the principal benefits of an AI-driven service delivery model are:

• Technology-run process, leveraging cognitive
• Predictive and cognitive support with advanced automation

Lessons learned from IBM’s client experiences revolved around People, Process and Technology, as follows:

People - Utilize human intelligence to get ”ground level” view (engagement surveys, Round Tables, one on 
one(s), input from project tiger teams) – Qualitative Input 

• Invest in relevant Training
• Opportunities for Growth
• Workload – Backfill open roles quickly to ensure work life balance 

Process - Leverage best practice “closed loop” processes and hold people directly accountable for 
corrective actions 

• Post Mortem reviews on all Delivery Exceptions
• Notification Systems to get the field Help - Executive level Alert Process & Client 
• Emergency Response team for Escalations 
• Use Data Lakes for proactive and predictive support - SmartCare, Redzone CRTISIT Modeling/analytics 

Technology - Ensure you are getting what you expect from cognitive solutions 

• Personally test drive new tools to validate employee concerns 
• New Platforms – “Over communicate” and educate on rollouts – Get direct feedback from the users 
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Naar closed with Former U.S. General and Secretary of State, Colin Powell’s, “Simple Rules to Live by in 
Customer Service” (with five of his own “rules” added to the end of the list):

• It ain’t as bad as you think. It will look better in the morning.
• Get mad, then get over it.
• Avoid having you ego so close to your position that when your position falls, your ego goes with it.
• It can be done!
• Be careful what you choose. You may get it.
• Don’t let adverse facts stand in the way of a good decision.
• You can’t make someone else’s choices. You shouldn’t let someone else make yours.
• Check small things.
• Share Credit.
• Remain Calm. Be Kind.
• Have a vision. Be Demanding.
• Don’t take counsel from your fears or naysayers.
• Perpetual Optimism is a force multiplier.
• Happy Customers Buy. Keep them happy through “over the top” support. (Naar)
• Only constant is change – Accept it. (Naar)
• Take personal interest and truly care for your greatest assets - the people! (Naar)
• Levity will keep you sane! (Naar)
• Put the ”Life” back into Work Life balance. (Naar) 

Sophia Williams, VP & GM Telecom and Technology, NCR, spoke on the topic of, “Customer experience: A 
new Form of Currency”.

“I don’t care whether you’re dealing with $, €’s, £’s or DM’s, I tell my people that
Customer Experience is a new form of currency.” 

- Sophia Williams, VP & GM Telecom and Technology, NCR

She explained what “drives customer experience results” as:

• Meeting SLAs
• Memory Makers
• Perception

She went on to say that, “Merely meeting SLAs is not good enough to drive the customer experience. Being 
good is not good enough – you have to be better than good!” and “A bad Memory Maker will define the 
customer experience,” citing examples such as a field technician arriving at the computer center with a 
Coke in his or her hand, or wearing sandals to an oil rig service call, etc.

One major problem, however, is that “80% of companies believe they deliver ‘super customer 
experiences”, although only “8% of their customers agree!”
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Among the industry insights provided by Williams were:

• 93% of tech buyers say CX will have a greater influence over future purchase decisions
• 86% of consumers will pay more for a better customer experience
• 2X CAGR and 15% lower cost for companies with industry-leading Net Promoter Scores (NPS)

“The goal as a company is to have customer service that is not just the best,
but legendary.” 

- Sam Walton, CEO Walmart

According to Williams, “Every service interaction has one of three absolute outcomes:”

• Delight
• Indifference
• Disappointment

To reach the highest levels, services organizations must reflect “trust and confidence” as derived from a 
combination of Innovation, Quality and Speed, “making it easy to do business”, and leading to “happy and 
engaged employees”.

“The No. 1 thing that has made us successful by far is obsessive,
compulsive focus on the customer.” 

- Jeff Bezos, CEO, Amazon

Finally, she stated that, “It’s all about the perception! And “Happy customers buy more stuff! Feedback is a 
gift! [And] My customers demand a consistent experience all over the world … [so] … I changed my 
organizational structure to deliver global consistency!”

“Customers don’t understand why they can’t get the same level of service from you
as they get from others, like Uber.” 

- Gary York, CEO Help Lightning

Gary York, CEO Help Lightning, and Marc Guthrie, COO, Help Lightning, co-presented their session entitled, 
“Don’t Miss the Forest for the Trees – A New Perspective for Service Effectiveness.” Their presentation 
covered:

• Service challenges
• Typical service model
• Innovative service process
• Customer case studies
• Lessons learned
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Among the most impactful service challenges are, according to York:

Decrease Service Delivery Cost

• Reduce truck rolls 
• Increase first-time-fix-rate 
• Reduce time to resolve problems 
• Automation and Self Service 

Increase Service Revenue 

• Service as a Product 
• Service as a market differentiator 
• “Servitization”

Address Personnel Challenges 

• Tight labor market 
• Training new hires 
• “Silver Tsunami” Retiring workforce 

Improve Customer Sat 

• Reduce downtime 
• Reduce time to resolution 
• Right expert, right place, right time 
• Cater to the now 

York went on to explain that, according to Gartner, “50% of service organizations by 2022 will deploy 
remote visualization solutions.” Guthrie added, “[Visualization solutions] allow a remote technician to 
‘teleport’ itself directly to the customer site,” and that “by the end of next year, 80% of customer decisions 
will be driven by CX – not price or quality.”

One example provided by York was for a customer that recounted their experiences where roughly “60% of 
their truck rolls do not involve carrying a part! This is the bogey! This is where remote expertise can help!”

“You need to look at global changes to actually see global improvement.” 

- Gary York, CEO Help Lightning

The two presenters closed their session by asking a question and providing some thought-provoking 
comments, as follows:

• What does “Service Effectiveness” mean to you? 
• Enterprise optimization vs. Departmental optimization 
• Enterprise perspective allows for much more significant gains. 
• Take a look at your objectives to be sure they align with your goals for service delivery. 
• Remote expertise can break down barriers
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The next session was the first of Day One’s Panel Discussions. The panel was moderated by Sarah Nicastro, 
Field Service Evangelist, Future of Field Service, at IFS, and her panel consisted of Carlos Gomez, Regional 
Services Executive, North America, Baker Hughes; Bob Horton, Director of Field Service Operations, ABB; 
Rob Meredith, Managing Partner & Field Industry Evangelist, Bolt Data; and Dr. Marlene Kolodziej, AVP 
Service Delivery, Northwell Health. The title of the session was “Dipping Your Toes in the Water? What to 
Consider as You Build an AI-Driven Service Strategy.”

Gomez led off the discussion by saying that, “We built AI into our service delivery model. Every time we 
complete a service exercise, we get smarter about the overall process.” Horton added, “We developed a 
way to talk to devices in plain English. Wouldn’t it be nice to simply ask the device, ‘What’s going on’?”

Dr. Kolodziej contributed, “[We used] AI to combine our field services and contact center into a single unit 
– without getting people involved!”, and Meredith added, “As we invest in AI, we need to have a better 
sense of its value proposition.”

Horton then said, “Customers are beginning to expect AI already built-in to our services; but there’s also a 
marketing question: You say you’re going to using AI to deliver your services better – but shouldn’t you 
already be delivering your services better?”

“Failure is when we think we understand it, and we do not!” 

- Rob Meredith, Managing Partner & Field Industry Evangelist, Bolt Data

On a more technical note, Gomez said, “Now we’re facing the issue of structuring the data to be used in an 
AI scenario. 20 years ago, we didn’t collect and structure the data for what we need now!” Dr. Kolodziej 
added, “You want to start at the base: what do you need to look at that’s reactive today, that will be 
proactive tomorrow.”

Gomez then presented an example of how to best determine the need for “new” technology by saying, 
“We’re adding to the customer experience by continually adding one more peace-of-mind factor. The 
customer retention opportunity is humongous!”

“For example, I didn’t know that I needed an iPad! Customers tell you, ‘I need this now,’ and ‘It’s your 
responsibility to make it exist’. The low hanging fruit is the easiest to go after; but customers also want the 
stars and the moon! We need AI [to bridge the gap]!”

Meredith ended the session by proclaiming, “Success begets success! Emerging AI solutions are visionary, 
[but] you have to take pragmatic little steps,” to which Horton added, “We will work smarter, not harder! 
There’s the ROI!”

Following the first morning break, James McAnally, VP, Hewlett Packard Enterprise, presented on the topic 
of “Turning Legacy Products & Services Into XaaS Solutions for Your Customers.”

He started his session with a slide showing that, “XaaS is a general, collective term that refers to the 
delivery of anything as a service;” and then asked the audience, “What’s your X?” Examples given to prove 
his point included: You can buy a car, lease a car, or use a car as a service (i.e., Uber). You can define HVAC 
service as “cold air in the Summer” and “Hot air in the Winter.”
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Basically, XaaS is “pay as you go = pay by the drink!” And, by 2020, this will contribute “40% of revenues.”

McAnally further asked, “Why buy XaaS? Because it gives an agility without taking up too many resources –
or money! It also lowers cost … [and] provides greater control. You always have the latest and greatest 
products, IT and services. But, it’s not easy – every department has to be involved in it to put it together.”

One of his slides also illustrated how “In 2019 XaaS revenue will surpass product base revenue” (i.e., US$82 
billion to US$71 billion) for the first time (Source: HPE PointNext). Also, by 2020, according to IDC, 
“consumption-based procurement in datacenters will account for as much as 40% of enterprises' IT 
infrastructure spending.”

“What’s your X? Not Who’s your X, or Where’s your X!”

- James McAnally, VP, Hewlett Packard Enterprise

The session closed with the following thoughts:

Broad skills and resources are now required to run IT:

Run infrastructure 
• “I have routine IT tasks that are mission critical but I need to free up my IT team to be more aligned to 

the business outcomes we need.” 

Run complex apps and workloads 
• “I don’t have the right breadth or depth of skills on my team to run my key applications and workloads 

appropriately.” 

Run core to cloud to edge 
• “Our IT estate is complicated, spanning traditional data center, hybrid cloud, and edge. We need 

insights, tools and skills to strategically manage the entirety of our estate.” 

Eric Egleston, Partner, and Paolo Baldesi, Associate Partner, McKinsey & Company, co-presented on the 
topic of “Getting Ahead of Disruptive Trends in Field Services.” 

McKinsey believes that, “[The] largest untapped source of value and growth for industrial companies [is] up 
to 4x EBIT margins compared to equipment,” and that “in general, we believe there is a path to doubling 
EBIT in 3-5 years for most Industrial Services businesses.”

However, “several disruptive trends are impacting the Industrial Services space [including]:

• Rising customer expectations around Customer Experience
• Digital disruption
• Growing demand for advanced solutions

“Players that get ahead of these trends will be at an advantage, but execution and domain expertise still 
trump all else.”
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McKinsey cites examples of these three critical trends, as follows:

• 25% more likely that young customers (18 – 35) are frustrated by slow response vs. 50+ customers
• 20% of machinery installation and repair jobs likely to disappear by 2030
• 80% of business decisions in 2020 will be analytics driven

“At the Field Service Amelia Island conference personnel challenges were on everyone's mind. 
The aging field tech workforce is a top challenge for companies as senior experts retire and

Millennials are not stepping up to fill the gap. New tools such as remote expertise are required
to extend the careers of experts and support the next generation tech. The time is now.

The McKinsey presentation nailed it that 'Playing it safe (with innovation)
is becoming increasingly risky’” 

- Gary York, CEO, Help Lightning

In a survey commissioned by McKinsey, Customer Experience was the top priority for services executives. 
The rank order of priorities was as follows:

• Customer Experience
• Data-enabled Solutions
• Predictive Maintenance
• Pricing Excellence
• Salesforce of the Future
• Repair Analytics
• Virtualization for Field Forces
• Automation
• AR/VR-based Maintenance

“Executive mindset is the most important contributor to the transformation of the
business model (and pricing).” 

- Eric Egleston, Partner, McKinsey & Company 

Baldesi also stated that, “B2B is much more complex than B2C. You have many variations in who is the 
decision-maker in B2B, even in the same industry segments.” He then stated the principal reasons for 
seeking Services outside OEMs as:

• 20%: Get higher uptime keeping it in-house
• 28%: Faster to respond than a dealer/OEM
• 25%: More convenient than dealer/OEM
• 28%: Cheaper than dealer

He then claimed there is “no silver bullet – 4 actions for OEMs to capture value in the aftermarket” as:

• Pursue new business models to reduce maintenance & operating costs for your customers
• Master the digital channel to engage your customers
• Offer customers connected solutions to solve their pain points when engaging with dealers/OEMs
• Use new technology to increase effectiveness of service technicians
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According to McKinsey, Digital Disruption is already here:

• 20%: Share of machinery installation and repair jobs likely to disappear by 2030
• US$250 billion: Size of the digital ecosystem in Field Services globally
• 13%: Share of Aftermarket executives who rank their organizations at ~8-10 on state of digitalization to 

capture the opportunity

“Execution challenges in the field remain very important! Third-party service providers
and mom & pop shops represent the  greatest challenges today.” 

- Paolo Baldesi, Associate Partner, McKinsey & Company 

Critical factors for digital transformations include:

• Executive commitment and sponsorship
• Focused execution on high-value use cases
• Balanced investment in capability building and technology/tools
• Accountable owners and performance management infrastructure
• Agile/iterative approach to developing tools, working with frontline employees to rapidly test and refine 

concepts

“Customer preferences underpinning shift to subscription will also impact Industrial Services players”:

• Consumerization of B2B purchasing
• Flexibility in spend
• Lower appetite for large CAPEX spend
• Alignment of vendor costs with outcome

The “Transition to advanced services – three learnings from the tech industry”:

• More than a change in pricing model
• Executive mindset remains largest barrier
• Decisive pivots are more successful

However, “key risks” may include:

• Lack of a clear end-customer value proposition (anchored in customer’s financials)
• Profitability erodes from complex offering and customization

Finally, McKinsey presented examples of “what a focus on Services transformation can do”:

Starting Point:

• OEM capturing ~30% of their aftermarket entitlement
• Aftermarket and afterthought for the executive team
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Full Potential Assessment:

• Full potential diligence revealed potential to double Services EBIT in 4-5 years

- Higher parts penetration
- More service contracts
- Winning back big customers
- New digitally enabled offerings
- Higher field force productivity
- Leaner procurement
- More productive service centers

Services Transformation:

• Field force contributed to compilation of ideas leading to 600+ initiatives
• Investment in building up core commercial capabilities

Egleston closed out the session by asking a set of four questions for the services organization:

Has your organization …

• Identified “full” potential of your Services Business?
• Realized the importance of the Customer Experience?
• Used digital & execution to drive a step change in internal performance?
• Identified the next generation of Services business models and what your customer will expect?

Next up was the last panel of Day One, on the topic of “Moving into the Next Phase of Leveraging 
Augmented Reality and Visual Assistance”, moderated by Bill Pollock, President & Principal Consulting 
Analyst, Strategies For Growth℠. Panel members included Kim Fenrich, Industrial Automation Service 
Product Manager, Simulation Technologies, ABB; Rick Cardinal, Technical Service Manager, Polaris; Royce 
Goodwin, Senior Sales Engineer, Fieldbit; and Joshua Goodstein, Director of Solution Engineering, SightCall.

Pollock opened the session by posing some questions directed to all members of the panel, based on an 
earlier teleconference discussion, including:

• First off, how do you define Augmented Reality (AR) and Visual Assistance? What’s the difference 
between the two technologies?

• We’ve been waiting, maybe too long, to incorporate Augmented Reality (AR) into our service delivery 
model. Now there’s Merged Reality (MR). Where do we get started, and how far behind the curve are 
we?

• How do AR and Visual Assistance work together with Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning?
• Is AR/AI ready for the enterprise, and what is the investment required?
• How do you deal with personal privacy concerns when dealing in field service?
• What is the cost of doing nothing / Staying the same?
• How can you ensure success with an AR and Visual Support rollout?
• What did you look for in choosing a supplier?
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• How has the implementation of visual support impacted the service experience for your customers?
• What is the future of visual support for your organization?
• How did you encourage your service experts to adopt this new technology?
• What examples of the benefits of AR and VA can you share?
• What impact does the implementation of AR and Visual Assistance have on the management structure 

of the services organization, in terms of younger field technicians inheriting the “new” tools of AR and 
VA to do their jobs? What type of shift in the management structure is likely to occur?

• From a broader perspective, are there common areas where AR could provide value to both a Service 
Lifecycle Management (SLM) and Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) perspective?

• What is the core value of AR/MR? 
• Is there a Killer App for AR/MR?
• How do you build a business case for the use of visual assistance or AR/MR in service?
• What are some of the biggest challenges you are facing trying to gain adoption of AR/MR or Visual 

Assistance?

“The impact of the Internet of Things (IoT), Augmented Reality (AR) and Artificial Intelligence (AI)
on Field Service Management (FSM) has already been significant – and will continue to

grow in magnitude over time. This applies to all services organizations, of all types and sizes,
covering all world geographies, and supporting all product-service lines. Yes – it’s that pervasive!”

- Bill Pollock, President & Principal Consulting Analyst, Strategies For Growth℠

The discussion was wide-ranging, with each panelist describing their applications of Augmented Reality 
(AR) and Visual Assistance (VA) in their respective organizations. Each panelist also summarized those areas 
within the organization that can benefit the most from the use of these, and other related, technologies. 
[Note: More detail is available through WBR’s archived recordings of the individual session presentations 
and panels.]

Finally, each panel member spoke about the importance of embracing these new technologies in order to 
improve overall service delivery performance, increase current levels of customer satisfaction, improve 
service operational processes, reduce costs, and bolster the organization’s bottom line.

Next up was an interactive workshop session moderated by Michael Blumberg, CMO, Mize; along with 
Andrew Thomas, Product Manager CX & FSM, Mize; and Danny Daily, Senior Manager, Electrolux. The topic 
of the session was, “Connect Technicians to the Right Knowledge, Help, and Parts at the Point of Service.”

Blumberg began the session by stating the “principal bottlenecks to great field service” as:

• Technician Lacks Knowledge 
• Inaccurate and partial data 
• Wasted and prolonged visits 
• Ineffective job diagnostics 
• Repeat visits due to lack of parts or specialty tools 
• No Audit trail
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He went on to share the “critical data points” as:

• On-site repair time accounts for over 1/3rd of Technicians day 
• Average First Time Fix Rate = 77% 
• Factors Impacting First Time Fix 

- Technician lacks experience: 25%
- Parts not available: 51%
- Not enough Time: 13%

The “reasons for [this] knowledge gap” were reported as:

• Information exists but it is difficult for technicians to find or access it in a timely manner. 
• Knowledge is maintained in disparate and disconnected databases. 
• Information sources may differ in complexity, format, maturity or even language.

The solutions were provided as follows:

• Training & Process Improvements 
• Capture Service information through online forms 
• Provide access to Knowledge resources 
• Improve parts availability through Online Parts catalog and inventory tracking for service technicians 
• Remote Support to technicians to make better diagnostic and repair decisions 
• Voice of the Customer

“One of the best indicators you can have about whether your service delivery is 
satisfying customers, is if they renew their contract with you.” 

- Michael Blumberg, CMO, Mize 

Finally, the “KPI impact” resulting from the implementation of these solutions was cited as:

• Increase First Time Fix Rate 
• Improved Technician Productivity 
• Reduce Diagnostic & Repair Time 
• Onboard Technicians faster 
• Reduce call to Technical Assistance Center 
• Improve SLA Compliance 
• Improve Product uptime 
• Increase Customer Retention

Next, Robert Willard, Senior Manager of Global Service Accounts and CXM Practice, Coherent, presented 
on the topic of, “Capturing A Higher Percentage Of A Product’s Service Potential Through Contracts”.

Willard began his presentation by stating that, “Service Revenue is related to the product design combined 
with product utilization, environment, and social/cultural factors”, including:
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Revenue 

• Consumables (C)
• Maintenance (M)
• Parts (P)
• Labor (L) 
• Training (T) 

Internal Variables 

• Consumable Replacement Frequency (CRF) 
• Maintenance Schedule (MS) 
• Parts Reliability (PR) 
• Utilization (U) 

External Variables 

• Outside Influence (OI) 
• Environment (E) 
• Social / Cultural Factors (SCF) 

He went on to say that, “Contracts need to increase the customer’s perceived value and achieve company 
targets,” and that “contract bundling” is an important component:

• Set prices (anchor) for all tasks even tasks that are currently done for free (a-la-carte pricing) 
• Identify service activities by margin and frequency 
• Identify customer “valued” tasks by market or application 
• Re-bundle to maximize the desired outcome 
• Review placement of contract options on quotes to take advantage of concepts such as “nudging” and 

“opt-out” 

It is also important to “identify higher margin activities and parts”:

Labor 

• Difficult to add desired price multiplier 
• Travel / per diem rates are break-even at best 
• Aging workforce means high salaries 
• <Full utilization drives down margin 
• Full or full+ utilization drives down morale
• Response Time – Valued / Not-Valued 

Consumables 

• Non-critical to performance, off-the- shelf, easy install 
• Critical to performance, off-the-shelf with varied quality, easy install
• Critical to performance, custom item, technical install 
• Does the customer value timely consumable exchange and preventative maintenance 
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Parts 

• Non-critical to performance, easy install, low intellectual property (IP) 
• Critical to performance, easy install, low IP 
• Critical to performance, technical install, high IP 
• Factory Service Required
• Move to Disposable

Willard also proclaimed that, “Labor has high cost and low margin”:

• Push paid training to allow the customer to perform non-critical components
• Develop and monetize remote capabilities and technical support
• Paid training allows 3rd party purchase of non-critical, off-the-shelf components 

… and, “advanced training allows a focus on the sale of high margin consumables and parts”:

• Bundle remote services with training to increase customer confidence 

“Service activities must have line item pricing. I have the ability to discount that pricing.
Outcomes-based contracts are very problematic; especially if we don’t own the entire process.” 

- Robert Willard, Senior Manager of Global Service Accounts and CXM Practice, Coherent 

The secret to success, according to Willard, is “Drive the frequency closer to product potential”:

Maintenance

• Increase % of Maintenance compliance 
• Increase % of Maintenance market share 

Consumables 

• Identify during scheduled maintenance 
• Pull-in average frequency to meet recommendations 
• Increase % of market share 

Failures 

• Increase service hours, increase likelihood of provider of choice, reduce inconvenience 

Outside Influence 

• Increase partnerships, make process easier 

Willard’s key takeaways included:

• Service activities must have a-la-carte pricing and margin calculated - Move items from free to fee
• Re-bundle to maximize the desired margin or revenue - Selective bundling balances perceived customer 

with company objectives
• Contracts are for service activities you can control - Avoid outcome based penalties or response (parts / 

service) targets for small install base 
• Include the desired service options in the equipment sales quote - Customers must consciously decide 

to “opt-out”
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Justin Hester, Digital Transformation Director, PTC, spoke on the topic of, “Putting People at the Center of 
Your Digital Transformation”, leading off with the following equation:

NT + OO = EOO

Representing: “New Technology + Old Operations = Expensive Old Operations”

In doing so, however, Hester explained that, “Finding the Path to Value” may be a daunting task. For 
example, he said, “You can’t fly a digital airplane!”. The goal is not to become a digital company; instead, 
for industrial companies to capitalize on digital technologies to defend and advance their competitive 
advantage.”

“Digital transformation helps compan[ies] to address critical business challenges
created by the convergence of the PHYSICAL and DIGITAL worlds. The value is when you

combine the physical and digital together – not to be strictly a digital company.”

- Justin Hester, Digital Transformation Director, PTC

Hester went on to summarize the benefits of digital transformation as both “real” and “today”:

• 50% Reduction in unplanned downtime
• 97% Lower ramp-up defects
• 90% Improvement in right-first time quality
• 3% - 8% Reduction in Service Labor Cost
• 40% Reduction in Maintenance Cost
• 20% Reduction in Warranty Costs

He closed his presentation with an interactive session where participants completed the following:

• As a …
• I want to …
• So I can …
• Which means …

One such “human-focused” value statement was represented by:

• As a … Service Technician
• I want to … Do on-demand training
• So I can … Spend more time working
• Which means … Overhead reduced by 5%
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Main Conference – Day Two

The Day Two session Opening Address was made by John Tardy, Principal, Data Analytics, Starr & 
Associates Management Consulting, who spoke on the topic of, “Disruptive Service.” He began the session 
by stating that, “Disruptive Service is …Delivering an Intimate Customer Relationship at Scale.” 

According to Tardy, there are four steps in the overall process:

• Approach
• Challenges
• Analytics
• Direct Benefits

The Approach consists of many components, including First Contact, Sales, Installation, Integrated Data, 
Field Service and Perceptions. He went on to say that, “If you can’t make the leap, you risk losing 
customers,” and “The enabler is data – integrated across the customer journey.”

“Once upon a time, service was performed by somebody we know – but not anymore!” 

- John Tardy , Principal, Data Analytics, Starr & Associates Management Consulting

With respect to analytics, Tardy closed out his remarks by saying, “With analytics, we can minimize the 
impact of outliers,” and “We use analytics to provide us with insights.”

The next session was presented by Hank Stokbroekx, VP Enterprise Services, Huawei. His topic was, “Be 
First To The Future – How To Prosper When Fast Unpredictable Change Is An Absolute Certainty.” 

Stokbroekx used the music/recording segment as an example of “digital disruption,” where over the course 
of several decades, the recording market transformed itself from analog, to digital, to online, to streaming. 

“The digital economy is not only difficult to define, but is also constantly evolving.” 

- Hank Stokbroekx , VP Enterprise Services, Huawei

He defined “digital transformation” as “the integration of new advanced technologies into business to 
increase efficiency, productivity, and ultimately improve the bottom line.”

The major benefits are:

• Cost reduction 
• Analytics 
• Customer Experience 
• New offerings 
• Agility 
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• Resistance to change 
• Lack of vision & strategy 
• Failure to leverage data 
• Outdated technology 
• Talent
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With respect to automation, he explained that:

• Business has to react quickly to fast changing market requirements 
• IT complexity has increased beyond what humans can manage 
• Traditional O&M is too slow and low-risk 

- Engineers responding to alerts (collect information, analyze, trial & error, etc.). 
- This is time consuming and largely depends on experience and expertise of the engineer. 

However, there are also some opportunities for Operations and Management:

• Automation in combination with AI is the only way increase speed and quality of O&M service 
• Real-time, Dynamic, Large-scale 
• Pro-active/Predictive/Prescriptive 
• Self support with NLP 
• Big Data analysis to improve service capabilities 

He explained that “Cloud is essential for DX” in that:

• Every organization needs a cloud strategy 
• Cloud investment is growing very fast 
• Benefits: Omni channel access, faster IT delivery, reduced complexity, high availability, better utilization, 

lower maintenance cost, etc. 

Nonetheless, there are still some challenges that must be addressed, including:

• Managing Private and Public cloud requires new skills 
• “as-a-Service” models means less demand for on-prem infrastructure services 
• Increased demand for cloud design, migration and cloud- management services 

Talent is also a main consideration for digital transformation, as follows:

• ICT talent demand is increasing faster than talent development 
• Hybrid Cloud and Big Data requires different O&M skills (Cloud management, Data Scientist, Data 

Management, Data Analysts) 
• Existing staff does not have the right skills 
• Automation can help close the talent resource gap 
• Many ITSM tasks can be automated, allowing O&M staff to focus on value-added services. 
• Companies need training programs to (re)train existing O&M staff
• Vendors can help develop talent 

The main takeaways from Stokbroekx’s presentation were:

• Rapid change is real and inevitable 
• Automation is the solution
• Services requirements are changing 
• Talent management is critical
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Next up was Sergio Frias, VP of Supply Chain, De Havilland, whose topic was, “When Disruptive 
Technologies are Not Available, Improve your Business with Disruptive Services.” Frias began by listing the 
primary day-to-day challenges for airlines as:

• Operations Reliability – Aircraft availability; 
• Spare Parts Availability; 
• Inventory Cost – Immobilized Capital on the Shelves; 
• Infrastructure to Manage Parts 
• Office space 
• Hangars / Shelf space
• Manpower 
• Working Hours – 24/7 
• Manage Multiple Sources; 
• Manage Parts Configuration 

In summary, these challenges may be categorized, as follows:

• Availability - Aircraft waiting for Parts not in Inventory 
• Predictability - High variability of Costs depending on multiple factors 
• Cash-flow - Huge upfront capital expenses – cash tied up on inventory 
• Reliability & Quality - Counting on the Aircraft OEM efforts to improve reliability 
• Overhead - Huge overhead for warranty administration, configuration management, planning, logistics, 

repair / supplier management 
• Single Channel - Multiple points of contact to manage the repairs 
• Low Cost - High operational cost related to Spare Parts 

“Technology is great; but it’s not going to, by itself, make your organization successful.” 

- Sergio Frias , VP of Supply Chain, De Havilland

However, according to Frias, these challenges may be met through the services organization’s 
competences, including:

• Airplanes and Parts Design Capability 
• Unmatched understanding of aircraft systems and parts 
• Strong relationships with suppliers (OEMs) 
• Strong partnership with Repair Service Provider 
• Infrastructure to provide logistics services globally 
• Immediate access to parts on production line 
• Economies of scale (support all Customers) 

To this end, De Havilland has established its “Smart Parts” solution that:

• Addresses most of Customers’ Parts issues 
• Uses resources readily available
• Completely changes the operations landscape when it comes to operational risks, reliability, efficiency 

and costs
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The De Havilland Repair Management Process works, as follows:

• Component on customer’s aircraft becomes unserviceable, and an exchange is requested through De 
Havilland Customer Service 

• An exchange unit is sent to the customer from a De Havilland warehouse 
• The exchange unit is installed on the aircraft, or used to replenish the customer’s on-site inventory (OSI) 
• The customer is instructed to return the core (unserviceable unit) to the appropriate repair vendor 
• The selected station repairs the core 
• The serviceable unit (repaired core) is sent to the De Havilland warehouse to replenish the inventory 

pool 

The overall value proposition of Smart Parts consists of:

• Free up Cash for Customer 
• Better Availability of Parts 

- Service Level Guarantee (95%) 
- Less Aircraft Down Time 

• Predictability of Costs 
• No Infrastructure needed for: 

- Repairs management 
- Warranties management 
- Updates / SBs management 

The overall benefits of this “Insurance-Like” program are:

• No Parts Reliability Risk (Cost) – Worsening of MTBF
• No Repair Cost Risk – Variable Unit Cost of Repair
• No Obsolescence Risk – Substitutions included
• No Parts Ops Risk – Manage Cycles and Logistics
• No Parts Updates Risk – Mandatory SBs included
• Much Lower Parts Availability Risk 

- More Parts 
- Fluid processes 
- Influence with OEMs and Repair Stations 

• Production Line Steals
• Payment per Hour no matter what – Cost Protection Pay for peace of mind 
• Much Lower Costs due to POOLING EFFECT 

Frias concluded his presentation by saying that; “If you have no money or time to invest in disrupting 
technologies, all you need [are] 3 things to succeed: 

• Actively listen to your Customers to understand what is Value from their perspective 
• Understand well your competences and how they can be used in favor of others (Customers particularly)
• Be able to think different to bridge the gap between Your Competences and Customer Value, using 

disruptive processes and/or Services
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The last of the Day Two morning presentations was given by Karen Mehal, VP Field Service Lightning, 
Salesforce, on the topic of, “3 Ways to Differentiate and Grow Your Field Service Business.” She began her 
session by tracking the progress of the global business model from Steam, to Electricity, to Computing, 
and, today, Connectivity. However, she said, you’ve got to “move your business into the digital world”:

• Build Strong Customer Relationships 
• Deliver Intelligent Field Service
• Connect Your Teams 

“We, field services, have become the brand, and the face of our company.” 

- Karen Mehal , VP Field Service Lightning, Salesforce

She then highlighted the following as the main points to consider when taking your next steps: “Don’t be 
afraid to change your process. Take what you have today – and connect it, and give your customer what 
they’re asking for, and change your back room.”

Next up was Lien Randle, Senior Director, Contracts and Training & Development, Mitsubishi Electric, who 
spoke on the topic of “Attracting and Recruiting Top Talent – Improve the Recruiting Experience and 
Improve Top Talent Retention.”

Randle suggested that the “market for Top Talent is intensely competitive,” and that “Top Talent isn’t 
looking.” She then presented six (6) “Short and Long Term Strategies For Handling Talent”, as follows:

• Improve your Social Media presence 
• Partner closely with your Recruiters 
• Maximize Career / Job Fairs
• Invest in Technologies
• Improve your interview process
• Redefine “Customer” 

“Companies with happy employees outperform their competition. A highly engaged employee
adds money to your top and bottom lines – and the opposite is also true. 73% of employees

hired last year were hired through social media.” 

- Lien Randle , Senior Director, Contracts and Training & Development, Mitsubishi Electric

Randle further posited that in order to “make Field Service attractive and meaningful,” employers must:

• Revamp your job postings
• Celebrate CSR – Core Values
• Invest in Training & Development
• Recognize Achievements 
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Following lunch, Bill Pollock, President & Principal Consulting Analyst, Strategies For Growth℠ (SFG℠) 
made his opening remarks for the afternoon Track C on Customer Success. He began by comparing the 
absolute values and growth trends for Field Service Management (FSM) software solutions and the 
various types of technologies upon which these solutions are now running. 

The main takeaway from the slides was that although the global FSM solution market is quite large (i.e., 
US$2.8 billion in 2019, growing to US$5.9 billion in 2024 (according to India-based MarketsandMarkets), 
the technologies that support FSM are much bigger – and growing much faster!

The Field Services Management Market:

• 2019: US$2.8 Billion
• 2024: US$5.9 Billion
• CAGR: 16.2%

The Internet of Things (IoT) Market:

• 2017: US$170.6 Billion
• 2022: US$561.0 Billion
• CAGR: 26.9%

The Artificial Intelligence Market:

• 2018: US$21.5 Billion
• 2025: US$190.6 Billion
• CAGR: 36.6%

Pollock then suggested three (3) areas where Field Service managers should focus in growing their 
respective organizations:

1. Embrace “New” Technologies
• Why? To support an enhanced ability to deliver improved service offerings
• Gain management buy-in, and develop a ramp-up/implementation plan
• Communicate what these “new” technologies will mean to the Customer
• Define your specific goals, metrics and accountability
• Measure, track & adjust, as necessary

2. Change the Way You Deliver and Price Your Services
• Break/Fix is dead! Long live Predictive Diagnostics/Maintenance!
• Move toward Subscription-based pricing model
• Move away from traditional SLA pricing to Outcomes-based pricing
• Chatbots, anyone?

3. Re-engineer Your KPIs/Metrics
• MTBF and MTTR are still relevant – but, barely!
• Temporarily, two sets of books? (i.e., One for analog; one for digital?)
• Replace MTBF w/ MTBPF? (i.e., Mean-Time-Between-Prevented-Failures)
• Out with the Old; In with the New! (i.e., Power by the Hour, Airplanes in the Air, Gallons of 

Cranberry Juice Packaged, Rodents Killed/Survived, etc.)
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The Machine Learning Market:

• 2017: US$1.4 Billion
• 2022: US$8.8 Billion
• CAGR: 44.1%

The Blockchain Market:

• 2018: US$1.2 Billion
• 2023: US$23.3 Billion
• CAGR: 80.2%
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Pollock closed out his opening remarks by stating that, “We, as an industry, are at the end of the 
beginning!”, and that:

• Now is the time to begin the Transformation (if you already haven’t)!
• You’ll need to:

- Evolve your Technology base
- Improve your Service Delivery
- Change your Pricing model
- Move to an Outcomes-based model
- Re-engineer your KPIs/Metrics

• Don’t let yourself become one of the cited Failure stories at WBR’s 2020 Field Service Palm 
Springs/Amelia Island

Laura McCarty, Senior Director, Cisco CX, then spoke on the topic of, “The Value of Customer Success –
Driving Customer Experience.” She led off by saying that, “Technology has changed and the focus is moving 
from boxes to cloud, software and solutions. Services transformation is an imperative.” 

“By 2020, Customer Experience will overtake price and product as the
key brand differentiator.” 

- Walker Information

McCarty also explained that at Cisco, “We have customer experience executives to make sure that 
customers have a good experience with Cisco Systems – at the Director level,” and that, “If you’re too small 
an organization to have a Customer Success executive, take some of your legacy employees, and give them 
a ‘playbook’ to work in customer success.”

Some tips to “take your customers through the Lifecycle” include:

• Create new roles / functions focused on customer success 
• For legacy roles, add clear deliverables and scope to help customers through the journey 
• Playbooks are critical for driving execution 
• Put new metrics in place to measure results 

And, by doing so, this will accelerate “value at every step of the lifecycle, … driving adoption and your 
success along the way.”

The last panel of Day Two was moderated by Bill Pollock, President & Principal Consulting Analyst at 
Strategies For Growth℠, of the topic of, “How to Better Align Service, Sales and Marketing”. Panel 
members included: Rich Smith, VP Products & Services, Komatsu America Corp.; Len Vanderhulst, Head of 
Services Americas, Eppendorf; and Sergio Frias, VP of Supply Chain, De Havilland.

Pollock opened the session by posing some questions directed to all members of the panel, once again, 
based on an earlier teleconference discussion:
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• How do you do away with silos that are preventing Service, Sales and Marketing from working closer 
together? What has worked at your organization?

• What is the best way to get these three groups to work together? Regular multi-divisional meetings? A 
Senior Representative from each group heading a task force? Middle management -level 
committees/teams? Anything else?

• Which of these three groups needs to take the lead? Or should management and accountability be 
jointly shared?

• How do you assign, measure, monitor and sanction accountability among these three groups?
• With a growing move toward Outcomes-based pricing, what roles should each of these groups play in 

determining the way products and services are priced in the future?
• How can these three groups work together to address the age-old schism between customers wanting a 

superior product with inferior (or routine) support vs. an inferior product with superior (or premium) 
support?

• As technology increases, many customers are much less likely to perform their own service and support 
on their equipment – coupled with a somewhat declining service force, how do (or should) these three 
groups work together to solve this bandwidth problem?

• What additional role do you think field-based product support representatives can play in customer 
satisfaction and product development?

• Much is being advertised and reported on the utilization of augmented reality for service personnel.  
What unintended consequences should we all be aware of?

• A technician shortage is commonly recognized across industries.  What are some innovative solutions?
• If you could say one thing to a young person considering careers, what would you say to entice them to 

move into product support?

“I think nearly all at the conference agree that marketing Field Service and Product Support
activities is important to raise the awareness of organizations to the importance of

customer support.  AR, VR and AI are [also] integral to the technician shortage problem
we all face, but we must remember to consider safety in all solutions we potentially

deploy to the market.

- Richard Smith, Vice President, Products & Services, Komatsu America

Once again, the discussion was wide-ranging, with each panelist addressing the movement toward 
outcomes-based pricing and the strong synergistic relationships required between Service, Sales and 
Marketing. Each panelist also confirmed that their respective companies have taken significant steps to 
align these three important functions, and support them through the adoption and implementation of new 
technologies.

Finally, each company has also instituted processes to ensure that there are formal layers of accountability 
to more effectively manage the activities that are shared among these three company divisions.
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Main Conference – Day Three

The Day Three sessions were kicked off by Jeff Wald, President and Co-founder, WorkMarket, An ADP 
Company, who spoke on the topic of, “On-Demand Labor: The Past, Present and Future.” His focus was on:

• The History of On-Demand Labor
• Why Companies Are Looking to Transform Their Operating Models
• The On-Demand Labor Market Today
• Impediments to The Explosion of On-Demand Labor
• The Future of On-Demand Labor
• Your Industry and On-Demand Labor 

Historically, he stated:

• “Job” is only 200 years old
• Myth of Lifetime Employment Model 
• Advent of the Temp by Kelly Services – The Kelly Girl 
• Temp vs Freelance – Workers who are NOT W2
• The current explosion of the Gig Economy led by Uber 

“[A freelance management force can] efficiently - and legally – successfully
manage your workforce. Efficiency and compliance are two critically important

facets of a freelance workforce.” 

- Jeff Wald , President and Co-founder, WorkMarket, An ADP Company

According to Wald, today’s On-Demand labor market is estimated at “between 21 million and 57 million”, 
differing by individual analyst firm estimates, with about “40% of field work done by freelancers.”
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Summary and Wrap-Up

Overall, WBR’s 2019 Field Service Amelia Island conference gave every attendee the opportunity to learn, 
question, network, buy/sell and interact with vendors, practitioners, editors, writers, industry experts, 
consultants, research analysts, peers and competitors and every other important person or company in the 
field services business.

The temperature was not as hot as in Palm Springs, earlier in the year – but the topics covered at the 
conference were still “red hot”. One of the key learnings from this year’s event is that “the main benefit of 
this conference is that it represents a middle ground between what we all learned last year, and what we 
will expect to learn next year.” As such, this year’s conference represented another key milestone in the 
Journey that we, as an industry, are taking along with our customers.

At the risk of repeating myself from the “Lessons Learned …” Analyst Take paper distributed following this 
year’s Palm Springs conference, I believe the following quote still stands true: 

“As Bob Dylan once wrote and sang, ‘The times, they are a’changin’.
He must have been singing about the field services industry!”

- Bill Pollock, President & Principal Consulting Analyst 
Strategies For Growth℠

Here’s looking forward to seeing you all at Palm Springs and Amelia Island again next year!

Disclaimer:

This Strategies For Growth℠ Analysts Take report was prepared in cooperation with WBR and its 2019 Field 
Service Amelia Island conference. In preparing the input for this report, the Author took copious notes and 
photographs of presentation slides during each of the three days comprising the Main Conference. Some of 
the presentations were also made available as PowerPoint documents. Hopefully, I was able to encapsulate 
and summarize the key points for each keynote, presentation and panel discussion accordingly. 

All of the embedded quotes contained in the report were derived either directly from the presentation 
slides, from notes taken during the presentations, or submitted via e-mail following the close of the 
conference.

Please note that, since this report was written by a single individual, not all of the presentations were able 
to have been covered. Regrettably, even the panel discussions that I moderated are only skeletally covered, 
as I found it too difficult to both moderate and take notes at the same time. 

My personal thanks go out to Sara Mueller, Portfolio Program Director, Field Service at WBR for this year’s 
conference, for allowing me and Strategies For Growth℠ to participate once again in this year’s conference 
in this manner. We all look forward to working with Antonia Kay who has replaced Sara and will be running 
all future WBR Field Service events. It was my pleasure to have prepared this report for your review and 
consideration, and I stand ready to respond to any and all of the comments and questions you may have 
moving forward. 
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About WBR Field Service Amelia Island

Advancing Service Together: Innovation. Cross-Industry Best Practices. Transformation.

WBR’s Field Service events are where cross-industry service, support, and customer care leaders come together 
to build world-class service and field operations and ignite their careers. From niche small-group discussions to 
Aha! moment keynotes, field service professionals learn ways to advance all areas of service including IoT, self 
service, technician retention, parts management, revenue generation, and more. We’ve built into Field Service 
the most innovative, interactive formats that have been tried and tested to ensure attendees gain the most value 
from their three days out of the office.

For the 2019 event, WBR has pulled out all the stops, hosting its largest Field Service East Exhibit Hall to date! 
We’ve done the legwork identifying which solutions are market leading and sought after by our attendees.

For information about WBR’s upcoming 2020 Field Service event at Palm Springs, California, please visit our 
Website at https://fieldserviceeast.wbresearch.com.

Complimentary Distribution of this Analysts Take Paper has been Made Possible through:

https://fieldserviceeast.wbresearch.com/

